Revolutionizing meat processing: a nexus of technological advancements, sustainability, and cultured meat evolution
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ABSTRACT
This thorough analysis traverses the ever-changing terrain of meat processing, revealing a story intertwined with technological innovations, environmentally friendly methods, and the revolutionary rise of cultured meat production. The amalgamation of sustainable polymers, sophisticated composite coatings, and potent antioxidant agents strikingly demonstrates the sector's dedication to novelty and ecological accountability. Diagrammatic depictions outline tactical approaches to lowering carbon emissions, highlighting the circular economy in terms of material recycling and the creative recycling of agricultural and food waste into environmentally acceptable packaging. Modern meat processing techniques, automation, and smart technology are all explored, emphasising waste minimization, energy efficiency, and sustainable practices. In terms of the future, the assessment offers a peek at how biotechnological developments and uses of nanotechnology will combine to transform how meat is produced. The integration of precision biotechnology, ethical concerns, and sustainability ushers a new era of responsible and creative food production, positioning the meat processing sector as a pathfinder in addressing consumer needs.
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INTRODUCTION
Global meat consumption, technology advancements, sustainability concerns, shifting consumer attitudes, the global supply chain, and regulatory frameworks influence the modern meat business. Due to population increase and economic expansion, there is a greater demand for meat globally, which presents both possibilities and problems for sustainable environmental practices, resource use, and production methods. The meat business has benefited from technological advancements in efficiency, quality, and safety regulations, including automation, robots, data analytics, and artificial intelligence. Environmental impact and other sustainability-related issues have brought eco-friendly techniques, waste minimization, and ethical animal husbandry to the forefront of public attention. Demand for slimmer cuts, organic and grass-fed choices, and additive- and preservative-free goods has increased due to shifting customer views. The COVID-19 pandemic showed weaknesses in the sector, indicating that it also confronts issues associated with the global supply chain, which are impacted by trade agreements, geopolitical dynamics, and disease outbreaks. In addition, strict legal frameworks control the processing of beef to guarantee food safety and quality, which calls for constant compliance and adaptation. Additionally, the sector is adjusting to various consumer demands, such as the growing desire for meat, plant-based substitutes, and other cutting-edge protein sources. Industry participants must balance sustainability, manufacturing efficiency, and response to changing customer needs while navigating this complicated terrain. The meat business must integrate economic, social, and environmental factors into its supply chain management practices, which presents obstacles. Maintaining a favorable customer image while being committed to environmental stewardship is critical to the
Growing Global Demand for High-Quality Meat Products

There is a noticeable trend in meat consumption toward a greater desire for premium meat products. This shift is driven by growing prosperity, changing eating habits, cultural influences, increased awareness of health and wellbeing, and the idea of "premiumization." With more spending power, consumers seek superior, unique meat alternatives that prioritize flavor, nutritional value, and overall quality. Leaner cuts, organic alternatives, and meats farmed ethically and sustainably are becoming increasingly popular. With customers prepared to pay more for perceived superior quality, "premiumization" has infiltrated the meat industry and resulted in significant development in niche markets like those for organic and grass-fed beef. The demand for high-quality meat products has increased globally due to factors such as the globalization of culinary trends, technical developments in distribution, and accessibility to a wider selection of meat options. The meat industry has to innovate and adapt to satisfy the increasing demand from across the world. It should prioritize ethical and sustainable practices, allocate resources towards quality assurance, and adopt technologies that improve the overall quality of meat products and production efficiency. The necessity for coordinated, multilevel activities involving all stakeholders to shift towards more sustainable meat supply chains has led to an increase in academic focus on sustainability practices and difficulties in the meat supply chain. The sector is experiencing cyclical problems, which have been exacerbated by supply chain management that prioritizes commercial goals. As a result, it's important to evaluate the meat industry's sustainable supply chain management level, paying particular attention to its social, economic, and environmental aspects. Upholding a favorable consumer image while exhibiting a commitment to environmental stewardship is critical to the survival of the global animal protein business. In addition to preserving and enhancing customer trust, livestock producers must increase production and efficiency, improve animal health and welfare, and promote sustainability by using byproducts and innovative feeds, as well as through improvements in climate science. The meat business is now investigating novel protein sources, such as cultured meat, to adapt to changing customer tastes [3], [4], [5].

Importance of Advanced Techniques in Meat Processing and Preservation

The use of sophisticated methodologies in the processing and preserving meat is important to tackle current issues and conform to evolving customer demands. With automated technologies simplifying jobs like cutting and packing, these advancements greatly increase production and efficiency while lowering operating costs and increasing throughput. Furthermore, across the processing chain, these cutting-edge technologies support improved quality assurance and product consistency. Consumer trust is fostered by precision meat grading, real-time monitoring, and advanced quality control techniques that guarantee meat products meet or surpass industry requirements. Modern preservation techniques like High-Pressure Processing (HPP) and Modified Atmosphere Packaging (MAP) increase the shelf life of beef products. This improves the meat industry's overall sustainability while also lowering food waste. By using cutting-edge methods, it is feasible to adjust to changing consumer tastes, such as a need for slimmer cuts, organic alternatives, and goods with fewer chemicals. Being flexible is essential to preserving market competitiveness. The application of intelligent technology, data analytics, and energy-efficient processing techniques must consider sustainability and resource optimization. These approaches not only lessen the environmental effect of meat production but also align with rising consumer concerns about sustainability. Advanced procedures also address the crucial subject of mitigating dangers to food safety. These technologies range from real-time pathogen control methods to strict hygiene procedures [4], [6], [7].

Economic Significance for Stakeholders in the Meat Industry

Adopting cutting-edge methods for meat processing and preservation, known as "Meat 4.0," is crucial to guaranteeing food safety and quality in the sector. These methods provide exact control over operations, regulatory compliance, and improved traceability from farm to fork. They use elements of Industry 4.0 such as robots, Internet of Things, Big Data, and blockchain. Strict hygiene protocols, real-time monitoring, and data-driven quality control procedures are some of the advanced techniques that help manage pathogens and ensure food safety. In addition, they are essential for maintaining customer trust, brand integrity, and quick action in case of a safety issue or product recall. The meat business may enhance processing, preservation, and the analysis of meat quality, safety, and authenticity by using digitalized and automated solutions and integrating business 4.0 technology. These developments lessen food loss and waste and help create high-quality, safe meat products and stop meat fraud [6].
Role in Ensuring Food Safety and Quality

The meat business is undergoing a lot of change right now, with possibilities and challenges reshaping the industry’s terrain. The growing focus on sustainability and its connection to environmental issues like deforestation and greenhouse gas emissions is a significant challenge. An further obstacle arises from evolving customer inclinations, such as an increasing fascination with plant-based substitutes, which demands conventional meat producers to adjust and introduce novel ideas. Disruptions to global supply chains are a persistent problem, as demonstrated by pandemics and geopolitical unrest. Sustainable operations depend heavily on the industry’s capacity to bounce back and adjust in the face of these disturbances. Furthermore, the strict regulatory framework necessitates constant efforts to guarantee adherence to changing standards for food safety, quality, and ethics, which calls for constant expenditures in procedures and technology. Conversely, the sector faces many possibilities. The emergence of substitute proteins, including those derived from plants and cultured in laboratories, presents an opportunity for market segment expansion and diversity. Constant technology advancements, such as data analytics and automation, offer chances for improved traceability, efficiency, and quality control, helping the sector meet various obstacles and remain competitive. The meat sector has the opportunity to create better product offers, such as slimmer cuts and alternatives that cater to specific dietary needs, thanks to the focus on health and wellness trends. Direct-to-consumer and e-commerce strategies are revolutionizing marketing and distribution by giving manufacturers direct access to customers and opening up new avenues for product differentiation. Furthermore, firms that provide priority to transparent information regarding sourcing, production techniques, and environmental policies stand to benefit greatly from the growing customer desire for openness. Developing trust via open and honest business practices may provide you with a competitive edge in a market where customer expectations are always changing [2], [6], [8].

Technological Enhancements in Carcass Handling for Efficiency

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a major breakthrough transforming operational capabilities, efficiency, and decision-making processes in meat processing lines. AI technologies are becoming more widely used in all phases of the meat production process, providing special benefits and advancing the sector. Applying machine learning algorithms for predictive maintenance is a crucial component of AI integration. AI systems can forecast when machinery will likely need repair by evaluating past data and equipment performance. This allows for proactive interventions to reduce downtime, improve equipment dependability, and maximize overall processing efficiency. AI is also being used in processing lines for computer vision-based quality control. AI algorithms and cutting-edge imaging technologies are utilized to analyze and evaluate beef products in real-time, guaranteeing consistency in quality standards by spotting flaws, irregularities, or processing-related deviations from intended specifications. AI-driven automation significantly improves processing processes by evaluating and interpreting data from multiple sensors and making real-time modifications to factors such as temperature, humidity, and processing durations. This flexibility results from improved product uniformity, decreased waste, and increased operational efficiency. Additionally, by evaluating demand patterns, market trends, and historical sales data, AI integration in processing lines helps inventory management by optimizing inventory levels, coordinating production with real market demands, reducing excess inventory expenses, and averting stockouts. By offering practical insights into production planning, resource allocation, and overall operational strategies, AI-powered decision support systems improve the decision-making abilities of processors and promote agility and responsiveness in a changing market context. By utilizing data from processing lines and beyond, AI also makes the supply chain visible and enhances traceability by following the path of beef products from farm to fork and promptly detecting and resolving any problems that may arise. AI systems must be continuously improved over time to ensure accuracy and relevance. Issues with biases, data quality, and responding to unanticipated occurrences must be resolved to achieve the most possible benefit from AI integration in meat processing. Working together with AI and conventional processing methods will undoubtedly lead to more innovations and efficiency gains in the meat processing sector as technology develops [9].

Integration of Artificial Intelligence in Processing Lines

Artificial intelligence (AI) has a revolutionary effect on the meat processing industry by improving decision-making, operational efficiency, and overall intelligence in processing lines. AI technologies are transforming many aspects of the industry as they are effortlessly integrated into processing activities. AI-powered vision systems evaluate visual data in real-time, using machine learning algorithms to find faults, inconsistencies, and deviations from strict quality standards. This is a crucial use of AI in meat processing, particularly in quality control. This guarantees a better caliber of goods and makes it possible to identify and stop potential problems early on.
AI also uses sophisticated data analytics to provide a predictive component to meat preparation. Artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms examine historical and real-time data to predict possible bottlenecks, improve production schedules, and simplify the processing workflow overall. This leads to increased operational efficiency and less downtime. Artificial Intelligence has a role in autonomous and adaptive decision-making in robotics. AI-enabled robots can adapt their behavior dynamically in response to input and changing circumstances. AI, for example, allows robots to adjust their motions to changes in the texture of meat during the cutting and deboning process, resulting in clean, accurate cuts every time. AI has an impact on processing line monitoring and maintenance as well. Predictive maintenance systems powered by artificial intelligence (AI) foresee equipment failures, organize maintenance tasks at the best times, and reduce unscheduled downtime, improving processing equipment dependability and preserving operating efficiency. Moreover, integrating AI supports sustainable meat processing objectives. Algorithms that save energy maximize equipment performance, which lowers total energy usage. AI-driven waste reduction solutions also enhance sustainability by reducing product loss and optimizing resource usage. The search results provide light on the development of integrated management systems in food production organizations, the influence of processing and preservation technologies on meat quality, and technical improvements in meat processing. These elements support a thorough comprehension of the larger AI integration context [10].

**Precision Meat Grading and Quality Control**

Artificial intelligence (AI) has brought about a revolutionary change in the meat processing industry by bringing cutting-edge capabilities that significantly improve operational efficiency, decision-making, and overall intelligence in processing lines. Precision in these operations is essential to fulfill regulatory criteria, satisfy customer expectations, and guarantee consistent product quality. One of the primary technologies affecting meat grading is computer vision, which includes using cameras and image processing algorithms to grade various qualities of meat. These technologies can accurately assess characteristics, including color, muscle texture, marbling, and fat content. The grading process is made less variable and subjective by using automated grading based on objective visual criteria, which guarantees a consistent and standardized assessment. In addition to eye examination, spectroscopic methods play a key role in precision meat grading. For example, meat composition may be non-destructively analyzed using near-infrared spectroscopy. By examining light absorption at various wavelengths, this approach yields comprehensive data on the composition of fat, protein, and moisture content. Precision grading plays a major role in yield optimization when it comes to processing beef. Through precise evaluation of meat quality, processors can decide how best to use various cuts. Higher-quality cuts, for example, may be used for premium items, whilst cuts with certain attributes might be used for value-added products or additional processing. Furthermore, these systems' capabilities are improved when artificial intelligence (AI) is used in precision grading. With time, AI algorithms' accuracy can increase because of their ability to continually learn from and adapt to a large quantity of data. Because of this adaptive learning, the system can take into account differences in the properties of the meat and maintain consistency in the grading criteria even when processing circumstances alter. Precision meat grading technologies promote efficiency and transparency in the meat processing sector. With automated grading, there is a uniform and documented rating of meat quality, giving traceability throughout the supply chain. Meat processing quality control techniques go beyond grading to include food safety and following rules and regulations. Microbial detection devices and other advanced sensor technologies allow for real-time monitoring of meat products for any contamination. By stopping the spread of inferior goods, these technologies' quick identification and action improve food safety [9], [11].

**Spectroscopic and Imaging Technologies for Grading**

With spectroscopic and imaging technologies, the evaluation of meat products has advanced significantly, particularly in safety, quality, and grading. Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) has emerged as a key method for the rapid and non-destructive examination of meat safety because it gives the spatial distribution of spectrum for assessing muscle meals. This method has shown promise in assessing physical, chemical, and biological safety indicators and other associated hazards or toxins when applied to a range of animal products, including fish, chicken, cattle, lamb, and pigs. In addition to HSI, other spectroscopic techniques have been used for the non-destructive investigation of meat composition, such as near-infrared spectroscopy, which has provided extensive information regarding moisture content, protein levels, and fat composition. These methods, which provide objective data to evaluate the qualitative attributes of these meat products, have proved crucial in assessing carcass composition and meat quality in sheep and goats. Additionally, the prediction of lamb loins' eating quality has been investigated by applying Raman spectroscopic technology. This method offers a quick and non-destructive way to evaluate lamb carcasses, enabling the estimation of eating quality based on interactions between biophysical and biochemical processes during processing and cooking. The meat processing sector might
transform with the implementation of new technologies such as HSI and different spectroscopic approaches, which can improve safety evaluation, quality control, and grading procedures. These non-invasive, non-destructive methods provide insightful information on the composition and quality of meat products, which enhances meat processing and food safety regulations overall [12, 13, 14].

The contrast between old and modern approaches shows how meat preservation techniques are still evolving. Meat products may be kept fresher longer by using conventional techniques like smoking, salting, and drying, which lower moisture content, stop microbiological development, and stop spoiling. However, a paradigm change in the preservation of meat has been brought about by contemporary preservation procedures, which are driven by technical breakthroughs. Modern techniques extensively used to preserve meat quality include refrigeration and freezing, which use temperature control to slow down enzyme reactions and microbiological activity. Another modern method that efficiently delays oxidative degradation and microbiological spoiling is vacuum packaging, which eliminates air and produces a controlled atmosphere. Furthermore, high-pressure processing (HPP) involves applying high pressure to meat products to efficiently inactivate germs and pathogens while preserving the meat's nutritional value and flavor. Meat processing has dynamically adapted to changing customer demands and technology improvements by switching from traditional to contemporary preservation procedures. Modern ways provide accuracy, efficiency, and the capacity to achieve exacting quality requirements, while ancient methods remain culturally relevant. The comparison of various approaches highlights the complexity of meat preservation, where various innovative and traditional processes are used to create the wide range of procedures used in the meat processing business [15].

**Traditional vs. Modern Preservation Techniques**

The search results include information on conventional and contemporary food preservation techniques, including meat. They discuss using several preservation theories and methods on meat and meat products, including hurdle technology, predictive microbiology, and preservatives such as nisin, natamycin, polyphenols, and chitosan. The papers also stress how crucial it is to preserve food to balance tradition and innovation, considering customer preferences, food safety, and quality. The information gleaned from the search results is consistent with the discourse surrounding the constraints of conventional preservation techniques in light of contemporary needs and anticipations. It highlights the necessity for creative conservation techniques and scientific answers to address modern demands for affordable preservation and user satisfaction regarding well-being, dietary needs, and sensory perception. The search results support the assumption that contemporary preservation techniques are more prevalent due to the expansion of the food business, particularly meat processing, even if older preservation methods still hold cultural value. These contemporary techniques overcome the drawbacks of the old ways by utilizing technology-driven solutions that provide accuracy, consistency, and adaptability to the wide range of modern customer preferences [15, 16, 17, 18, 19].

**Limitations of Traditional Methods in a Modern Context**

The necessity to address modern challenges and customer expectations while maintaining sustainability and efficiency has led to the growth of meat preservation techniques. Due to their shortcomings in uniformity, speed, and environmental effects, traditional processes, including smoking, drying, and salting, have come under review. Eco-friendly methods, consistency, and a decreased need for chemicals are given priority in modern preservation techniques, which demonstrate a dedication to striking a balance between environmental responsibility and gastronomic legacy. To achieve sustainability, the environmental effects of conventional techniques must be addressed. For example, smoking is a prevalent traditional preservation method that exacerbates air pollution and deforestation. On the other hand, modern preservation techniques try to reduce waste production and resource usage. Furthermore, the difficulties in getting consistent outcomes with conventional procedures because of things like individual skill levels and environmental circumstances highlight the need for more dependable and effective preservation strategies. Modern methods use technological breakthroughs to guarantee consistency and satisfy the strict quality and safety requirements imposed by regulatory bodies. Less reliance on chemicals is necessary for efficient and sustainable preservation. Current preservation methods, driven by customer demand for clearer labeling and healthier food alternatives, seek to reduce additives while preserving product safety and quality. The development of preservation methods has also focused on the sensory characteristics of meat products. Modern preservation techniques highly value maintaining the meat products’ sensory attributes to satisfy consumers who want natural, minimally processed meals [20].

**Evolution towards Sustainable and Efficient Preservation Techniques**

The necessity to fulfill the needs of an expanding global population while maintaining sustainability and efficiency has propelled the innovation of meat preservation techniques. Innovative techniques that prioritize
ecological concerns, resource efficiency, and minimizing environmental effects have replaced traditional methods. Contemporary methods like high-pressure processing (HPP) and modified atmosphere packaging (MAP) aim to decrease the need for chemical additives while increasing shelf life. These techniques, including freezing, vacuum packing, and refrigeration, put efficiency, accuracy, and speed first. Artificial intelligence and data analytics are two examples of technological developments that have improved the accuracy and consistency of preservation procedures. The environmental impact of meat products has also been lessened by using eco-friendly packaging materials, such as recyclable and biodegradable materials. The search results provide information on certain contemporary preservation methods, such as using edible coatings made of alginate and essential oils to enhance the quality of thawed lamb meat following prolonged frozen storage. The results demonstrate the continuous innovation in preservation strategies by discussing creating a thermodynamic model and using non-invasive technologies to monitor the hot air-drying process of chicken flesh. Additionally, the creation of a modeling technique to characterize and simulate the pH evolution of meat products under various preservation settings is also highlighted, as is the significance of pH measurement in monitoring the microbial deterioration of fresh meat products [21], [22].

Principles of MAP and Gas Composition Optimization

Meat products can have their shelf lives extended by Modified Atmosphere Package (MAP), which alters the gas composition inside the package. Carbon dioxide (CO₂), nitrogen (N₂), and oxygen (O₂) are the main gases used in MAP. Certain meat kinds require oxygen to be maintained in aerobic conditions. In contrast, nitrogen is utilized to displace oxygen and prevent color degradation and carbon dioxide is used to decrease microbial activity. The optimization of gas composition takes into account the target shelf life, kind of meat, cut, and other specifics of the meat product. Gas analyzers and washing systems are examples of advanced technology making it easier to manage the gas composition during MAP precisely. In addition to increasing the shelf life of meat products, this technique reduces waste by using fewer chemicals and preservatives. With the use of MAP, it is possible to customize atmospheric conditions to meet the particular needs of various meat products, resulting in longer shelf lives, less waste, and the provision of consumers with fresh, premium meat. A careful procedure is involved in optimizing the gas composition in MAP, considering elements like the meat's kind, cut, and intended shelf life. A balanced mixture of gases is applied for poultry to reduce microbial development without sacrificing color. Still, a larger amount of carbon dioxide is frequently used for red meat to maintain its vibrant red color. The gas composition is carefully regulated to maintain the meat's texture, color, and nutritional value while maintaining its visual attractiveness. Gas analyzers and washing systems are examples of advanced technology that make it easier to manage the gas composition during MAP precisely. Gas analyzers provide data on gas concentrations in real time by monitoring the environment within the container. Gas flushing systems are adjusted based on this data to maintain ideal conditions. Utilizing inert gases, such as nitrogen, helps to displace oxygen further, reducing the possibility of oxidative rancidity and preserving the meat's freshness. By reducing the need for chemicals and preservatives, MAP increases shelf life and reduces waste. The packaging's regulated environment maintains the meat's natural properties while also improving microbiological safety. MAP appears as a technique that satisfies customer desires for minimally processed and additive-free goods while guaranteeing the availability of premium meat over a longer period of time [23].

Understanding HPP as a Non-Thermal Preservation Method

A non-thermal preservation technique called High-Pressure Processing (HPP) involves applying high hydrostatic pressure—typically between 100 and 600 megapascals (MPa)—to packed food goods. Because HPP doesn't rely on heat to achieve microbial inactivation like standard thermal processing methods do, it's especially good at retaining meat's nutritional value and freshness. The effect of pressure on the cellular architecture of microorganisms is central to the basic idea of HPP. High pressure causes alterations in the cell membranes of bacteria and other pathogens, which impairs their ability to function and ultimately results in cell death in food—improved food safety results from HPP's ability to inactivate bacterial spores and vegetative germs effectively. It works especially well against bacteria like Salmonella, Escherichia coli (E. coli), and Listeria, which are frequent problems in the meat processing industry. Additionally, HPP maintains the meat products' original flavor, texture, and appearance, satisfying customer demands for premium, minimally processed goods. The technique works well with various meat types, such as red meat, chicken, and fish. It is also helpful for producing pre-packaged deli meats, sausages, and other convenience foods, where it is crucial to preserve freshness and lengthen shelf life. It has been demonstrated that applying HPP to meat products may reduce or eliminate harmful microorganisms while maintaining the goods' nutritional value. Adjustments are crucial because HPP produces modest changes in components, such as protein denaturation in milk and fat oxidation in meat. In general, HPP
preservation can prolong the shelf life and enhance the sensory quality of products while posing less risk of harm to the component and sensory qualities than heat processing [23], [24], [25].

**Efficacy in Pathogen Reduction and Spoilage Prevention**

It is commonly known that High-Pressure Processing (HPP) effectively reduces pathogens and prevents beef products from spoiling. Without the need for high temperatures, HPP has been demonstrated to successfully decrease and eradicate pathogens in meat products, including harmful strains like Salmonella, E. coli, and Listeria, reducing the possibility of the meat's nutritional and sensory qualities being compromised. Furthermore, by deactivating moulds and other spoilage microbes, HPP helps prolong the shelf life of beef products, avoiding decomposition and keeping the product fresh while lowering the possibility of off-flavours, smells, and textural changes during storage. The effectiveness of HPP is largely due to its non-thermal nature, which preserves the meat's original flavor, texture, and color while enabling microbial inactivation without heating the meat to high temperatures. This feature is especially helpful in satisfying customer demands for premium beef products with little to no processing. Moreover, HPP's adaptability to various meat types—such as red meat, poultry, and seafood—makes it useful for various meat forms and convenient for creating products like pre-packaged deli meats and sausages [25].

**Pulsed Electric Field (PEF) Technology in Meat Preservation**

Food items are subjected to brief, powerful electric field pulses as part of the non-thermal preservation technique known as pulsed electric field (PEF) technology. Destabilizing microorganisms' cell membranes during meat preservation improves food safety by rendering pathogens inactive without the need for heat. The technique has proven effective in inactivating microorganisms, extending shelf life, and lowering the risk of foodborne infections. PEF technology has demonstrated the potential to improve meat tenderization while maintaining the inherent qualities of meat products. It is also acknowledged for being more energy-efficient than conventional thermal processes, which helps meat processing take sustainability into account. However, to get the best outcomes possible with PEF technology, several parameters need to be carefully taken into account, including product qualities, treatment time, and pulse intensity. More studies on PEF's impact on meat and aquatic products are necessary to support industrial applications, despite its promising results [26], [27].

**Use of Natural Antimicrobial Agents in Preservation**

Due to its potential for efficient and sustainable non-thermal preservation techniques, using natural antimicrobial agents in meat preservation has drawn attention. These agents include plant-based chemicals, bacteriophages, antimicrobial peptides, essential oils, and botanical extracts. Botanical extracts high in polyphenols, such as thymol, oregano oil, and rosemary extract, display antibacterial and antioxidant characteristics, contributing to increased shelf life. Meat product decomposition and microbial contamination can be addressed using bacteriophages and antimicrobial peptides. Furthermore, the antibacterial and antioxidant capabilities of plant-based substances such as polyphenols, which are present in green tea and grape seed extracts, have been investigated in meat preservation. Although there are difficulties in maintaining uniform effectiveness and managing sensory aspects, the use of natural antimicrobial agents corresponds with consumer inclinations towards minimally processed and additive-free products. Utilizing natural antimicrobial agents is a comprehensive strategy that satisfies customers’ desire for clean-label and natural products and the industry's environmental aims. Thus, using natural antimicrobial agents to preserve meat offers the meat processing sector a potential approach [28].

**Building Consumer Trust through Blockchain Traceability**

Indeed, blockchain technology is significantly improving traceability and transparency in the meat processing sector. Blockchain technology makes it possible to track the entire supply chain of beef products, from the farm to the processing facility, distribution, and retail locations. This gives customers accurate and unbiased information about the items they buy. The integrity of data about the procurement, processing, and distribution of meat products is enhanced by the immutability of blockchain records, which guarantees that the information customers access is correct and has not been altered. Blockchain traceability makes it possible to quickly and precisely identify impacted batches in the case of a product recall or crisis, which is essential for consumer protection and public safety. In addition to addressing customer concerns regarding the provenance and quality of meat products, this increased openness and traceability also help to build industry trust and responsibility. It's crucial to remember that while blockchain technology significantly improves traceability in the meat processing sector, customer trust and preferences are impacted by several other factors. For example, customers prefer USDA certificates over blockchain traceability when making meat choices, according to research looking at the use of...
blockchain in food traceability for beef in the US. This implies that for industrial ramifications, customer education about product data's value—rather than data management technologies—is crucial [28], [29].

**Data Analytics for Process Optimization**

Indeed, the meat processing sector increasingly relies on data analytics to drive efficiency and process improvement. Meat processors may improve overall operational performance by extracting essential insights from the massive volumes of data collected during the production cycle using sophisticated analytics. Comprehensive data gathering from all phases of meat processing, including procurement, manufacturing, and distribution, is the first step in the process. This information, which includes variables like temperature, humidity, processing speeds, and equipment performance, provides the basis for insightful analysis that may spot trends, patterns, and areas needing improvement. Processors may make proactive decisions to fix inefficiencies immediately, improve production processes, and allocate resources efficiently by using data analytics to discover operational inefficiencies and bottlenecks inside the processing line.

Moreover, data analytics forecasts maintenance requirements analyze past equipment performance data and minimizes downtime to support predictive maintenance programs and promote a continuous improvement culture in meat processing plants. Data analytics’ capabilities are enhanced when it is combined with Internet of Things (IoT) devices and smart technologies. This allows for more complete optimization techniques and a full picture of the processing environment. While data analytics may significantly improve process efficiency and optimization in the meat processing business, it is crucial to prioritize data security and control. Processors must follow industry standards and data protection laws and put strong cybersecurity measures in place to guard sensitive data from tampering or illegal access [30].

**Utilizing By-Products for Value-Added Applications**

One important tactic that helps reduce waste and promote environmental sustainability in the meat processing industry is the purposeful use of by-products for value-added applications. Meat processors may reduce waste and increase income by using by-products to create high-value goods. By-products of meat processing may extract several useful ingredients, including proteins, lipids, collagen, and gelatin, used in food, medicine, and cosmetics. Additionally, meat processors connect with circular economy concepts by maximizing organic waste's value and energy potential by reusing by-products for pet food, animal feed, bioenergy generation, and industrial applications. By lowering the amount of garbage dumped in landfills, this strategic use of by-products improves the environment and complies with laws supporting resource conservation and waste reduction. To improve the market's impression of the sector and encourage responsible consumption, it is imperative to inform customers about the value-added uses of by-products. Further information about the recovery and recycling of high-value protein from animal processing by-products, the use of cutting-edge non-thermal technologies to recover and value-added products from crustacean processing by-products, and the potential of vegetable processing by-products for the production of meat products with added value can be found in the search results. These studies demonstrate the increasing interest and continued study in the topic of circular economy methods for by-product valuation in several industries, such as the processing of vegetables, meat, and seafood [31], [32], [33].

**Innovative Techniques for Minimizing Processing Waste**

The search results explain how the meat processing sector implements cutting-edge sustainability and waste reduction methods. These include the recovery and recycling of high-added value protein from animal processing by-products, the application of material flow cost accounting (MFCA) analysis technique in meatball production for waste reduction, and the use of high-pressure processing to compensate for the effects of salt reduction in ready-to-eat meat products. The abovementioned studies underscore the continuous investigation and implementation of inventive approaches to augment sustainability and diminish waste within the meat processing sector. Implementing these cutting-edge methods—like high-value protein recovery, material flow cost accounting analysis, and high-pressure processing to lower salt levels—shows how committed the meat processing industry is to developing sustainable practices and cutting waste [31], [34], [35].
Renewable Energy Integration in Meat Processing Facilities
Energy-Efficient Equipment and Technologies

The total energy consumption of meat processing plants is primarily influenced by the operation of their HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) systems. These facilities are gradually upgrading to energy-efficient HVAC systems with sophisticated controls, zoning, and optimum ventilation methods to lower energy usage and operating costs while maintaining ideal working conditions. This literature review aims to investigate how energy-efficient HVAC systems, in conjunction with other smart practices and technology, help meat processing plants use less energy.

Energy-efficient HVAC systems have been found to regulate temperatures more efficiently, resulting in reduced energy consumption and operational costs while still maintaining optimal working conditions [36]. Refrigeration is essential in beef preparation, and switching to energy-efficient equipment helps lower energy usage. Facilities invest in cutting-edge control systems, high-efficiency compressors, and routine maintenance to maximize refrigeration performance. Energy-efficient refrigeration systems can create a more sustainable processing operation by reducing energy usage and operating expenses [36].

These systems utilize advanced controls, zoning, and optimized ventilation strategies to ensure the temperature is regulated effectively throughout the facility. Doing so minimizes energy waste and provides a comfortable working environment for the staff. Real-time monitoring and management of energy-consuming operations in meat processing plants is made possible by deploying smart sensors and automation technology. These facilities may optimize energy consumption by monitoring and adjusting settings depending on real demand by combining automation systems and sensors. This method improves efficiency and lowers energy waste by fostering a more flexible and adaptable approach to energy management [37]. Enhancing energy efficiency in processing plants may also be achieved by improving insulation. The need for excessive heating or cooling is decreased when processing areas have more constant temperatures thanks to upgrades in the insulation of the walls, ceilings, and equipment. Improved insulation lowers energy use while increasing thermal efficiency and giving employees a more comfortable workplace [38]. Meat processing requires a lot of water, thus using cutting-edge water-conservation technologies is crucial for energy efficiency. Facilities use low-flow fixtures, water-recycling programs, and water-efficient cleaning systems to reduce water use. By reducing water usage, these technologies also lessen the energy needed to heat and treat water, which adds to the overall sustainability of [39].

Figure 1 Scheme of various value-added products from meat processes.
Employee Involvement and Awareness

Encouraging a culture of consciousness and accountability among facility personnel is essential for optimizing energy use. Facilities involve staff in energy-saving projects and offer training on energy-saving techniques. Involving employees helps the institution create a sustainable culture by identifying and implementing energy-saving solutions together [39]. With the introduction of next-generation technology that puts efficiency, sustainability, and quality first, the processing and preservation of meat is going through a radical change. These state-of-the-art developments can transform the meat business in several ways, including how goods are processed, stored, and distributed to customers. Utilizing cutting-edge capabilities and enhanced sensing and imaging technologies will improve quality control and monitoring throughout manufacturing. Processing equipment will have high-resolution cameras, spectroscopy, and hyperspectral imaging integrated for real-time meat quality evaluation, guaranteeing accuracy and precision in sorting and grading. Precision biotechnology used to manufacture cultured or lab-grown meat is poised to revolutionize the meat industry. This technique, which produces cattle in controlled settings, replaces the need for conventional livestock farming and provides a resource-efficient and sustainable substitute. Blockchain for Supply Chain Transparency will be essential to maintaining traceability and transparency in the supply chain for beef [40], [41], [42].

Nanotechnology Applications in Meat Industry

The meat business might transform thanks to nanotechnology’s ability to help produce new functional meat products and creative packaging. Nanomaterials can target the distribution of bioactive chemicals, increase bioavailability, have antibacterial effects, and improve sensory acceptability in the processing and packaging of meat. However, there are obstacles to using nanomaterials, including unknowns around component manufacture, unstable delivery mechanisms in meat products, and possible health hazards. It is imperative to effectively tackle these obstacles to use nanotechnology in the meat sector. While the most promising area for nanotechnology use is meat packing, long-term impacts on human health and the environment due to nanoparticle migration from the packaging require additional investigation. Ensuring the safety of nanoparticles in food processing and tackling issues related to public acceptance, economics, and legislation are critical to the future of nanotechnology in meat products. The laws that now govern the use of nanomaterials in food items are still developing and vary from place to place. Although there are potential advantages to using nanotechnology in the food sector in terms of enhancing food safety and product quality, there are worries about the safety and legal implications. Nanomaterials in food products—including meat—are continuously being studied and regulated to protect consumer safety and the environment. More investigation is required to identify safe nanomaterial applications that might be commercialized precisely. The regulatory environment around nanomaterials in food items is dynamic and complicated, necessitating a thorough evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages. The laws that now govern the use of nanoparticles in meat products are still developing and range from place to place. The application of nanotechnology in the food business, particularly in meat products, raises concerns about safety and regulatory issues, while it can potentially improve food safety and product quality. To guarantee consumer safety and minimize environmental damage, using nanoparticles in meat products is the subject of continuous study and regulatory oversight. More investigation is required to identify safe nanomaterial applications that might be commercialized precisely. The regulatory environment around nanoparticles in meat products is dynamic and complicated, necessitating a thorough evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages. As a result, it's critical to remain current on the laws and policies that apply to the use of nanoparticles in meat products in a given area. Research and regulatory examination into the possible health hazards related to the use of nanoparticles in meat products is continuing. Although the targeted distribution of bioactive substances, enhanced bioavailability, and antimicrobial properties are some of the advantages of nanotechnology, there are worries about the safety of nanomaterials in food items, particularly meat. The manufacture of components, the stability of the delivery systems in meat products, and the possible health hazards posed by the same attributes that simultaneously provide the advantages present challenges.

Further research is necessary to determine the long-term impacts of nanomaterials on human health and the environment since they can persist, accumulate, and cause toxicity. External validation of research results needs to be improved by the significant diversity in study designs and tested nanomaterials that exist today. More investigation is needed to identify which safe nanomaterial applications will most likely be commercialized. To protect consumer safety and the environment, it is crucial to keep current on the most recent research findings and legal requirements about using nanomaterials in meat products [43], [44], [45], [46].
Biotechnological Advancements in Cultured Meat Production

Potential advantages of using nanotechnology in the meat sector include increased food safety, longer shelf lives, and better contamination management and detection. However, nanomaterials have obstacles, such as unknowns around component manufacture, unstable delivery mechanisms in meat products, and possible health hazards. Using nanosensors in the bioprocess of cultured beef makes it easier to regulate and evaluate quality across the food supply chain. Although meat packing appears to be the area with the most potential application for nanotechnology, further research is needed to determine the long-term impacts of nanomaterial migration on human health and the environment. The future of meat products using nanotechnology hinges on overcoming obstacles related to public acceptability, economics, and regulation, as well as ensuring the safety of nanomaterials in food processing [44, 47].

Advances in the production of cultured meat can be attributed to the use of biotechnological tools. These tools allow for manipulating cell characteristics to mimic particular characteristics of meat, such as modifying the distribution of muscle fibers, fat content, and protein composition to improve the taste and mouthfeel of products made from cultured meat. Moreover, precise biotechnology makes constructing designer cells with specific nutritional qualities in cultured meat possible, creating goods with improved health advantages. The emergence of intricate tissue architectures in cultured meat is facilitated by bioprinting technology, which raises the variety and realism of items made from cultured meat. Furthermore, biotechnology developments have focused on sustainable production by creating a serum-free culture medium, which lessens dependency on animal-derived ingredients and guarantees cruelty-free and sustainable production of cultured meat. Large-scale bioreactor systems, automation, and improved bioprocessing methods are essential for increasing the output of cultured meat and making it commercially feasible for general consumption. Biotechnological techniques have a special focus on the creation of cultured fat. Lean meat structures are enhanced by manufacturing cultured fat, which is made by integrating produced fat cells into meat products to mimic the marbled effect of conventional meat. This improves the cultured meat's taste, juiciness, and overall sensory experience. Cellular agriculture advances biotechnologically while addressing ethical and sustainable issues. Methods, including cellular dedifferentiation and non-invasive cell sampling, are investigated to meet ethical requirements and sustainability objectives in the cultured meat sector. When taken as a whole, these biotechnology developments solve major obstacles and improve the manufacturing process, which helps the cultured meat sector become more widely accepted. These advancements in research and development help to provide a sustainable and moral substitute for traditional meat production [48, 49].

Figure 2 NPs applications in meat industries [43].
CONCLUSION

Innovation, sustainability, and ethical considerations drive a revolutionary meat processing and preservation shift. The business is exploring alternate sources, such as cultured meat, and implementing cutting-edge processing technology to meet the demands of a changing global landscape. Notable advancements influencing the future include precise biology, nanotechnology, and biodegradable polymers. Combining biodegradable and renewable polymers solves environmental issues and fits the expanding need for environmentally friendly packaging options. Because of their exceptional stability and barrier qualities, composite films are essential for the long-term storage of meat products, guaranteeing their quality and safety. This shift to environmentally friendly packaging demonstrates a dedication to environmental responsibility. Antioxidants and their constituents are transported via active films, which show a commitment to prolonging the shelf life of meat products and improving consumer health. The actions aimed at lowering the carbon footprint in meat processing are showcased by strategic methods, which are represented schematically through the use of agri-food waste in bio-eco friendly packaging and the recycling of materials for value-added goods. Modern methods of processing and preservation are thoroughly covered, demonstrating the investigation of meat technology. This includes anything from cutting-edge techniques for killing animals to utilizing intelligent technology and environmentally friendly farming methods. The sector is leading the way in adopting innovations that put efficiency, quality, and environmental responsibility first, demonstrating a dedication to comprehensive development. Future trends and prospects for the meat processing industry point to a continual evolutionary path. New technologies have the potential to completely change the meat business, such as the applications of nanotechnology and microbiological developments in the manufacturing of cultured meat. These developments provide answers to problems with food safety, sustainability, and the rising demand for premium beef products throughout the world. A comprehensive strategy is becoming more and more important as the meat business moves toward a future influenced by precise biotechnology, sustainable practices, and innovative processing techniques. It will be essential to strike a balance between environmental responsibility, ethical concerns, and technical innovation in order to build a meat processing business that is both future-ready and robust, capable of meeting the varied requirements of its customers and protecting the environment.
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